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CSAT, LLC
MARCH 2011
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
MAJOR CALENDAR CHANGES:
Added: Law Enforcement
SEE NEW CALENDAR
Added: Civilian
SEE NEW CALENDAR
GENERAL INFORMATION:
CSAT Shooting Videos should be on line any day now. You can either order them
as a DVD or stream them to your computer. Once you view them, if any questions
arise that I don’t clearly answer, shoot me an e-mail. We are going to shoot an
Advanced Tactical Pistol/Rifle shortly and will answer those questions during the
filming as an infomercial.
http://panteaoproductions.com/
LE CORNER:
I am leaning toward training an LE cadre to teach the Basic SWAT classes for me at
CSAT and dropping the prices significantly per student which would still include
lodging. My reasons for this are simple.
I want to groom another generation of trainers and have them carry on the tradition.
Currently we provide a live fire Basic SWAT class who shoots everyday and we
teach officers to work safely around other team members conducting tactical drills
all while making safe surgical shots.
One of my goals in the Basic SWAT is to instill in each student the need to support
the team and that the responsibility for that lies upon their shoulders. As
individuals, they will need to train on their own to develop and maintain the
individual skills that will allow them to best support their team. Team leaders do not
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.. time to stand over individual officers and ensure they do PT, shoot, dry fire and
have
.
practice their individual hand combat skills. Team Leaders need the training time
allocated each month to work on collective team and organizational skills.

With that, I will consult or work with a course each day, but not work the entire day.
This allows me to lower the course cost as I can now schedule other two day courses
on the weekends before and after the Basic SWATs to help offset costs.
The instructors I select will have been using and teaching my methods for years and
are all current LE tactical officers and trainers and leaders in their departments. This
will allow me to pop into modules, run, shoot and interact with the students along
with maintaining a quality control of the course.
MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:
It is tough to know where to begin this month.
The destabilization of the corrupt regimes in the Middle East is a world matter that I
hope our country’s leadership is up to handling. Never has there been a time where
internally, the peoples within those countries have risen up to shape a new form of
government. I just hope that our leadership has the common sense to help the
peoples of these countries shape a better and productive future. I think taking a
religious course of action for these fragmenting nations would be two steps
backward as it would lead to more restrictions and repressed freedoms and
economies. I just hope someone, somewhere in our government seizes the
opportunities to guide the emerging leaders of these nations without the current
arrogance of our administration.
Internally, Wisconsin and the fleeing Democrats have been in the news recently.
Personally, I believe they should be removed from office and held criminally
accountable if possible. If a soldier who is serving their country goes AWOL (Away
without Leave), they will be put in the stockade.
As for the president meddling in state politics, he should butt the hell out and
understand his days in office are numbered with the next election looming. Teachers
that fail to return to the classroom should be fired. Hire ones that want to work and
that are not as self-serving and greedy. Union dues should not automatically be
taken out of state paychecks. This seems to be illegal as it shows that state jobs are
automatically tied with unions. State workers should volunteer the money. This
way Unions actually have to work for it.
The President in helping out his union friends across the U.S. should take a back seat
to what is happening in the world. I am trying to remember another president in
history that has failed as miserably as the current one by either ignorant overt actions
or failing to seize initiative when opportunities have presented themselves. As for
the Democrats, it seems that they cannot take a step forward today without screwing
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someone for leadership position that has never had a real job or led anyone.
MONTHLY INSPIRITATION:

CSAT TPI, February 2011
The above instructors all paid for the class out of their own pockets and did not have
a department or agency support them. They did a great job of working and
rehearsing classes and demos after hours to help deliver a great two-day operator
class.
We started some days on the range with temps under twenty-degrees. It was the
coldest class I can remember. Timers were failing because of the cold.
I told them on day one that they would have to step up to the plate to keep my
instructor classes going. I let them know that I have had issues in the past. They
worked long hours and at night during their off time to ensure the classes I assigned
them were professional and presentable. Their hard work paid off.
With that, I will be teaching instructor classes in the future. When my shooting
DVD’s come out, it is recommended that you buy them and begin practicing if you
wish to attend an instructor course.
COURSE UPDATE(S):
We just finished a Home Defense II and worked a great deal with flashlights, sims
and role players. We first reviewed basic firearms and then practiced daytime
handheld and gun-light techniques. We took this to our blacked-out target house for
dry runs and simunitions. The scenarios went well and culminated with a self-aid
scenario where students neutralized a threat, put a tourniquet on themselves, cut
their pants and packed a simulated wound all while pulling security and coordinating
a simulated law enforcement response and link up.
TRAINING:
During the HD2, we did a great deal of work with hand-held flashlights and found
that a lanyard that goes around your neck and reaches at least to your belt allows you
to shoot in multiple positions while using right and left barricades and is easily
found when you have to drop it and open a door and re-access your light.
RANGE UPDATE:
We moved the 200 yard rifle berm to the right side of the ranges on sniper hill to
streamline shooting. A few positions could not see the 200/300 yard line from the
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.. spot, so we consolidate them. We beefed up a few individual berms and kept
same
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the scrambler intact.
We are looking at putting a 9 station sporting clay range on the 110 property side.
My intent is to have it open on Saturdays to civilians and Sundays to club members.
During the week, station 9/10 will be open to club members for practice.
Also, with the help of Eric and David, we were able to plant about 4,000 pine trees
in the bottom. The bottom’s soil content is supposed to be ideal for pines.
Should an agency or group wish to rent the facility, feel free to contact us for
rates. This includes the ranges, new property, classroom and bunkhouse.
CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
NONE AT THIS TIME…..
EQUIPMENT:
I have been looking at purchasing training folding knives for several of my classes
to be use as prop and for dedicated knife training. The price of the training folders is
about the same as the real ones. So I experimented. I took a James Williams
Hissatsu folder I have been carrying for years and ground it down and painted it
blue. It works great. As a side note, I tried to break off the tip by wedging it in a
crack in between two pieces of driveway concrete at the barracks. Instead of
breaking, it pried one side of the concrete block up which looked to weigh 60 plus
pounds. I used a bench grinder to make the adjustments to the blade. This has been
a tough and reliable knife and it is the best value for the money I have found.
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HUNTING UPDATE:
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Hogs working over the northeast side of the property by the creek.
Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer
I am working on the final draft of the new book and it will be around 400 pages. It is
on track to be out in July of 2011 and is available for preorder from
www.amazon.com It will also contain the “The Tactical Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available
exclusively through www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the
case of an agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many
individuals not show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are
substantial.
IN CLOSING
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Thanks
and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
.
Paul R. Howe
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